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Shipping Law covers the whole spectrum of English shipping law. It takes a structured and
integrated approach to the highly specialised rules of shipping, which are placed in their
commercial context and related to the general principles of English contract and tort law. The
fourth edition has been expanded in many areas, to take into account developments such as the
2007 Wreck Removal Convention and the Rotterdam Rules on contracts for the international
carriage of goods wholly or partly by sea. In-depth analysis is provided of recent important
judicial decisions, such as that of the European Court of Justice in Owusu v Jackson; those of
the House of Lords in The Jordan II, The Achilleas, The Rafaela S and The Golden Victory; and
those of the Court of Appeal in The CMA Djakarta and The Tropical Reefer. This book provides an
invaluable source of reference on the subject and will be of use to both students and to those
in practice.
This edition provides an authoritative and detailed account of contract law. It is essential
reading for any student of contract law, and a valuable source of reference for practitioners
and academics.
The essence of the law... Lawbook Co. Nutshells are the essential revision tool: they provide a
concise outline of the principles for each of the major subject areas within undergraduate law.
Written in clear, straight-forward language, the authors explain the principles, and highlight
key cases and legislative provisions for each subject. CONTENTS: 1 Introduction; 2
Classifications; 3 Formation of contracts; 4 Terms; 5 Parties; 6 Capacity of parties; 7
Defective contracts; 8 Termination and rescission of contracts; 9 Remedies; 10 Concepts on the
fringe of contract; 11 History and philosophy of contract law; 12 Summary
Provides a fresh, topical and accessible account of the Australian law of contract.
A Commentary II
Contract as Promise
Principles of Contract Law - Casebookplus
Principles of Contractual Interpretation
Civil and Common Law Perspectives

Legal thinkers typically justify contract law on the basis of economics or promissory morality. But Peter Benson takes another
approach. He argues that contract is best explained as a transfer of rights governed by a conception of justice. The result is a
comprehensive theory of contract law congruent with Rawlsian liberalism.
Trusts and Equity, 8/e Trusts and Equity is a trusted, clear and engaging explanation of the main principles of this area of law. This
book demystifies this complex subject, without oversimplifying, by means of clear explanations and a focus on contemporary
applications of the trust. It also considers proposals for reform so that the reader gains an understanding of the development of the
law. Law of the European Union, 6/e This book clearly explores constitutional and administrative law as well as the major areas of
substantive law which are also considered in the context of implementation within the UK. Constitutional and Administrative Law,
4/e Constitutional and Administrative Law provides interesting and inquiring treatment of this wide-ranging and dynamic subject.
Taking account of the various political, social and cultural factors that have shaped the law in this area, it has been fully updated with
commentary on important recent developments. Law of Contract, 8/e Law of Contract provides a clear and engaging explanation of
the main principles of contract law.This book guides students through each topic, explaining how the law currently operates but also
considering debate on reform to provide an understanding of how the law may develop. Law of Tort, 8/e John Cooke'sLaw of Tort is
a trusted, clear and engaging explanation of the main principles of tort law, written specifically with the student in mind. It also
includes a statute section at the end of the text and summaries of the main cases throughout meaning that students have everything
they need to gain a good understanding of the law at their fingertips.
Take the mumbo jumbo out of contract law and ace your contracts course Contract law deals with the promises and agreements that
law will enforce. Understanding contract law is vital for all aspiring lawyers and paralegals, and contracts courses are foundational
courses within all law schools. Contract Law For Dummies tracks to a typical contracts course and assists you in understanding the
foundational legal rules controlling voluntary agreements people enter into while conducting their personal and business affairs.
Suitable as a supplement to introductory and advanced courses in contract law, Contract Law For Dummies gives you plain-English
explanations of confusing terminology and aids in the reading and analysis of cases and statutes. Contract Law For Dummies gives
you coverage of everything you need to know to score your highest in a typical contracts course. You'll get coverage of contract
formation; contract defenses; contract theory and legality; agreement, consideration, restitution, and promissory estoppel; fraud and
remedies; performance and breach; electronic contracts and signatures; and much more. Tracks to a typical contracts course PlainEnglish explanations demystify intimidating information Clear, practical information helps you interpret and understand cases and
statutes If you're enrolled in a contracts course or work in a profession that requires you to be up-to-speed on the subject, Contract
Law For Dummies has you covered.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680923018. Business Law I Essentials is a brief
introductory textbook designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of courses on Business Law or the Legal Environment
of Business. The concepts are presented in a streamlined manner, and cover the key concepts necessary to establish a strong
foundation in the subject. The textbook follows a traditional approach to the study of business law. Each chapter contains learning
objectives, explanatory narrative and concepts, references for further reading, and end-of-chapter questions. Business Law I
Essentials may need to be supplemented with additional content, cases, or related materials, and is offered as a foundational resource
that focuses on the baseline concepts, issues, and approaches.
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Principles and Context
A Treatise on the General Principles Concerning the Validity of Agreements in the Law of England
Chinese Contract Law
3rd Edition
With Law of Contract and the Longman Dictionary of Law
The Principles of European Contract Law and Dutch Law:A Commentary
The Unidroit Principles of International Contracts, first published in 1994, have met with extraordinary success in the legal and
business community worldwide. Prepared by a group of eminent experts from all major legal systems of the world, they provide a
comprehensive set of rules for international commercial contracts. This new edition of An International Restatement of Contract
Law is the first comprehensive introduction to the Unidroit Principles 2004. In addition, it provides an extensive survey and analysis
of the actual use of the Unidroit Principles in practice with special emphasis on the different ways in which they have been
interpreted and applied by the courts and arbitral tribunals in the hundred or so cases reported worldwide. The book also contains
the full text of the Preamble and the 180 articles of the Unidroit Principles 2004 in Chinese, English, French, German, Italian and
Russian as well as the 1994 edition in Spanish.
The Principles of European Contract Law, prepared by the so-called Lando Commission, today constitute the most advanced
project on the harmonisation of European private law. As well as providing a set of rules which could facilitate cross-border trade
within Europe, the Principles can be seen as a modern lex mercatoria which, for example, could be referred to by arbitrators
deciding a case according to internationally accepted principles of law. Furthermore, the Principles provide a framework for EU
legislation on contract law and, more importantly, they can be viewed as a first step towards a European Civil Code. They may
also prove to be a catalyst for the development of national legislation, judicial decisions and legal doctrine. This new title, which
follows the first volume covering Parts I and II of the Principles, includes chapters on plurality of parties, assignment of claims,
transfer of contract, set-off, prescription, illegality and conditions. It provides a systematic overview of the Principles in comparison
with Dutch law, which will be of interest not only in the Netherlands but also to lawyers in other countries who need to gain a
clearer understanding of the Dutch contract law system.
The topic of harmonisation of European private law, and European contract law in particular, is rapidly gaining in importance. The
topic is not only widely studied by academics and students all over Europe (and even beyond), it is also on the political agenda of
the European Parliament, the European Commission, and the European Council. The most important achievement in this field is
no doubt the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL), drafted by the Commission on European Contract Law. The European
Commission considers the PECL to be a serious option for further harmonisation of European contract law within the European
Union. This publication is the first to provide a systematic overview of the PECL in comparison with Dutch contract law as a whole.
The book is concise and because of its structure it is easily accessible. Amongst the contributors there are many highly
distinguished contract law specialists. It may be used at universities in courses on Comparative Law, European Private Law, and
European Contract Law. It may also be used by international practitioners, foreign students, and academics interested in Dutch
contract law who do not have access to Dutch contract law because they have no knowledge of the Dutch language. Last but not
least, the book will be of interest to all jurists interested in the harmonisation of the European Private Law.
Principles of Contract Law, 5th Editionremains Australias premier text for students of contract law. The new edition has been
significantly revised in light of recent developments. Paterson, Robertson & Duke at University of Melbourne.
An International Restatement of Contract Law: The UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts
The Principles of European Contract Law (Part III) and Dutch Law
Shipping Law 4/e
Principles of Contract
The Law Market
Contract Law in Scotland
In "Theologians and Contract Law," Wim Decock offers an account of the moral roots of modern contract law. He explains why
theologians in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries built a systematic contract law around the principles of freedom and
fairness.
Foundational Principles of Contract Law not only sets out the principles and rules of contract law, it places more emphasis on what
the principles and rules of contract law should be, based on policy, morality, and experience. A major premise of the book is that
the best way to grasp contract law is to understand it from a critical perspective as an organic, dynamic subject. When contract law
is approached in this way it is much easier to grasp and learn than when it is presented simply as a static collection of principles
and rules. Professor Eisenberg covers almost all areas of contract law, including the enforceability of promises, remedies for
breach of contract, problems of assent, form contracts, the effect of mistake and changed circumstances, interpretation, and
problems of performance. Although the emphasis of the book is on the principles and rules of contract law, it also covers important
theories in contract law, such as the theory of efficient breach, the theory of overreliance, the normative theory of contracts,
formalism, and theories of contract interpretation.
This compact casebook is designed for one-semester contracts classes. It helps students synthesize groups of related cases by
focusing attention on the principles, policies, and rules of contract law. It employs many transitions and notes written for the
students, rather than excerpting works written for professors or practitioners. Questions are limited to central issues to avoid
overwhelming and losing the students. This revision is a thorough makeover that brings everything up to date, and includes a
variety of recent cases, dealing with issues such as electronic communications and Internet contracting, while retaining the brevity
and "principles approach" of earlier editions.
From the ancient origins of Just War doctrine to contemporary theories of punishment, concepts of proportionality have long been
an instrumental part of the rule of law and an essential check on government power. Two renowned legal scholars seek to
advance such a theory.
A Guide to the Practical Application of the Principles of Contract Law
Trusts and Equity/Law of the European Union/Constitutional and Administrative Law/Law of Contract/Law of Tort
Cases and Materials
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A Theory of Contract Law
Controlling Excessive Government Actions
Principles of Contract Law

This book is the product of a unique collaboration between Mainland Chinese scholars and scholars from the
civil, common, and mixed jurisdiction legal traditions. It begins by placing the current Chinese contract law
(CCL) in the context of an evolutionary process accelerated during China's transition to a market economy. It
is structured around the core areas of contract law, anticipatory repudiation (common law) and defense of
security (German law); and remedies and damages, with a focus on the availability of specific performance in
Chinese law. The book also offers a useful comparison between the CCL and the UNIDROIT Principles of
International Commercial Contracts, as well as the Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods. The analysis in the book is undertaken at two levels - practical application of the CCL and scholarly
commentary.
Popular amongst students and practitioners, Anson's Law of Contract is a well-established and wellrespected classic of contract law.Written by three of the foremost experts in the field, it provides an
authoritative account of the subject. Detailed, yet clear, the book leads readers through extensive
explanations and analyses of the key underlying principles of contract law.Thoroughly updated to incorporate
the most recent legislation and case law, this definitive work is essential reading on contract law.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics.
Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice
cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, blackletter Rules of Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose
and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a
variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the
nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
In this volume, the Study Group and the Acquis Group present the first academic Draft of a Common Frame
of Reference (DCFR). The Draft is based in part on a revised version of the Principles of European Contract
Law (PECL) and contains Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law in an interim
outline edition. It covers the books on contracts and other juridical acts, obligations and corresponding rights,
certain specific contracts, and non-contractual obligations. One purpose of the text is to provide material for
a possible "political" Common Frame of Reference (CFR) which was called for by the European Commission's
Action Plan on a More Coherent European Contract Law of January 2003.
Anson's Law of Contract
Force Majeure and Hardship Under General Contract Principles
Comparative Contract Law
Foundational Principles of Contract Law
Parts I and II
Constitutional and Administrative Law
To provide valuable legal service to persons in today's Europe, practitioners must be conversant in both national and transnational law. At the
European level, the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL) are an increasingly important element of contract law, together with national
contract law, as contained in Civil Codes and various national statute. Accordingly, Kluwer Law International has initiated a series of volumes,
under the direction of prof. Hondius of the University of Utrecht, comparing PECL with the most important European legal systems. This
volume on Italian law is the second in the series. Using a straightforward comparative method, the editors analysis not only reveals a
significant area of convergence between the PECL and Italian contract law, but also highlights the main differences between the two bodies
of rules. The reasons for these differences, both legal and non-legal (such as historical, social, economic), are clearly set forth. The book
provides complete texts, with annotations, of the PECL and the corresponding Italian rules. The presentation proceeds as follows: general
provisions (scope of application, general duties, terminology)formation of contracts (general provisions, offer and acceptance, liability for
negotiations)authority of agents (general provisions, direct and indirect representation)validityinterpretationcontents and
effectsperformancenon-performance and remedies in generalparticular remedies for non-performance (right to performance, withholding
performance, termination of the contract, price reduction, damages and interest) The editors commentary includes extensive reference to
case law and legal doctrine at all essential points. In this way they provide a comprehensive description of the law in action as well as its
evolving trends. In addition, incisive essays by two leading experts in the field of comparative law, prof. Rodolfo Sacco and prof. Michael
Joachim Bonell, analyse the relationship of the PECL and Italian law and its wider framework in the harmonisation of private law at the
European and international levels. The book is a valuable handbook and guide for both foreign and Italian lawyers. For non-Italian lawyers,
be they practitioners or academics, it provides a concise but complete and up-to-date outline of current Italian contract law, organized on the
basis of a system (PECL) with which many European lawyers are familiar. For Italian lawyers, it offers a clearer insight into a wider European
legal contract system whose importance in the evolution of a common European private law is growing rapidly. Principles of European
Contract Law Series 2
In recent years there has been a revival of interest in the philosophical study of contract law. In 1981 Charles Fried claimed that contract law
is based on the philosophy of promise and this has generated what is today known as 'the contract and promise debate'. Cutting to the heart
of contemporary discussions, this volume brings together leading philosophers, legal theorists, and contract lawyers to debate the
philosophical foundations of this area of law. Divided into two parts, the first explores general themes in the contract theory literature,
including the philosophy of promising, the nature of contractual obligation, economic accounts of contract law, and the relationship between
contract law and moral values such as personal autonomy and distributive justice. The second part uses these philosophical ideas to make
progress in doctrinal debates, relating for example to contract interpretation, unfair terms, good faith, vitiating factors, and remedies.
Together, the essays provide a picture of the current state of research in this revitalized area of law, and pave the way for future study and
debate.
National legal systems have their own principles and rules on contract law. The trans-nationalization of trade and legal practice involves
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acting in the context of legal diversity. This book provides an introductory overview of the main issues of contract law from a comparative
perspective, focusing on the legal traditions of civil law and common law. Featuring short theoretical overviews, followed by cases selected
from various jurisdictions, the book shows the concrete application of the principles and rules involved. Civil law and common law represent
two different models of dealing with contract law issues. The book focuses on the French, German, and Italian experiences and on the
English legal system, the latter being the main source of inspiration for other common law countries, with some significant exceptions. Topics
covered include the structure of contract law and the rules about its formation and interpretation, the role of pre-contractual negotiations, the
consequences of mistakes, and breach and supervening events (including the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic). Readers will learn about
common problems that are faced when contracting with parties coming from different jurisdictions, whilst also acquiring a deeper
understanding of the approach of their own legal system. This book will be key reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students of
comparative contract law, and contract law more generally.
The Principles of Law aims to provide the law student with texts on the major areas within the law syllabus. Each text is designed to identify
and expound upon the content of the syllabus in a logical order, citing the main and up-to-date authorities. This work covers contract law.
Principles of European Contract Law and Italian Law
Contract Law
Principles of Australian Contract Law
Proportionality Principles in American Law
An Introduction
Justice in Transactions
This text provides a comprehensive guide to the principles of European contract law. They have been
drawn up by an independent body of experts from each Member State of the EU, under a project supported
by the European Commission and many other organizations. The principles are stated in the form of
articles, with a detailed commentary explaining the purpose and operation of each article and its
relation to the remainder. Each article also has extensive comparative notes surveying the national laws
and other international provisions on the topic.
Today, a California resident can incorporate her shipping business in Delaware, register her ships in
Panama, hire her employees from Hong Kong, place her earnings in an asset-protection trust formed in the
Cayman Islands, and enter into a same-sex marriage in Massachusetts or Canada--all the while enjoying
the California sunshine and potentially avoiding many facets of the state's laws. In this book, Erin
O'Hara and Larry E. Ribstein explore a new perspective on law, viewing it as a product for which people
and firms can shop, regardless of geographic borders. The authors consider the structure and operation
of the market this creates, the economic, legal, and political forces influencing it, and the arguments
for and against a robust market for law. Through jurisdictional competition, law markets promise to
improve our laws and, by establishing certainty, streamline the operation of the legal system. But the
law market also limits governments' ability to enforce regulations and protect citizens from harmful
activities. Given this tradeoff, O'Hara and Ribstein argue that simple contractual choice-of-law rules
can help maximize the benefits of the law market while tempering its social costs. They extend their
insights to a wide variety of legal problems, including corporate governance, securities, franchise,
trust, property, marriage, living will, surrogacy, and general contract regulations. The Law Market is a
wide-ranging and novel analysis for all lawyers, policymakers, legislators, and businesses who need to
understand the changing role of law in an increasingly mobile world.
Lawyers involved in international commercial transactions know well that unforeseen events affecting the
performance of a party often arise. Not surprisingly, exemptions for non-performance are dealt with in a
significant number of arbitral awards. This very useful book thoroughly analyzes contemporary
approaches, particularly as manifested in case law, to the scope and content of the principles of
exemption for non-performance which are commonly referred to as 'force majeure' and 'hardship.' The
author shows that the 'general principles of law' approach addresses this concern most effectively.
Generally accepted and understood by the business world at large, this approach encompasses principles
of international commercial contracts derived from a variety of legal systems. It's most important
'restatements' are found in the 1980 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale
of Goods (CISG) and the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts (UPICC). Establishing
specific standards and "case groups" for the exemptions under review, the analysis treats such recurring
elements as the following: contractual risk allocations; unforeseeability of an impediment; impediments
beyond the typical sphere of risk and control of the obligor; responsibility for third parties
(subcontractors, suppliers); legal impediments (acts of public authority) and effect of mandatory rules;
involvement of states or state enterprises; interpretation of force majeure and hardship clauses;
hardship threshold test; frustration of purpose; irreconcilable differences; comparison with exemptions
under domestic legal systems (impossibility of performance, frustration of contract, impracticability)
The book is a major contribution to the development of the use of general principles of law in
international commercial arbitration. It may be used as a comprehensive commentary on the force majeure
and hardship provisions of the UPICC, as well as on Art. 79 of the CISG. In addition, as an insightful
investigation into the fundamental question of the limits of the principle of sanctity of contracts,
this book is sure to capture the attention of business lawyers and interested academics everywhere.
This book will provide readers with a clear understanding of the basic principles focusing on a study of
the relevant case and statute law.
Contract Law For Dummies
Drafting and Analyzing Contracts
Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR)
Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law
Business Law I Essentials
Philosophical Foundations of Contract Law

Constitutional and Administrative Law, 4/e Constitutional and Administrative Law provides interesting and inquiring
treatment of this wide-ranging and dynamic subject. Taking account of the various political, social and cultural factors that
have shaped the law in this area, it has been fully updated with commentary on important recent developments. Law of
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Contract, 8/e Law of Contract provides a clear and engaging explanation of the main principles of contract law. This book
guides students through each topic, explaining how the law currently operates but also considering debate on reform to
provide an understanding of how the law may develop. The Longman Dictionary of Law, 7/e For over 25 years Longman
Dictionary of Law has been the authority the legal community turns to for full and accurate definitions. It provides students
and practitioners with essential information relating to the study and practice of law.
The law of contracts permeates most, if not all, other subjects of legal education. The third edition of Principles of Contract
Law surveys the fundamental legal principles underlying the law of contracts, addressing such customary topics as contract
formation, defenses and other doctrines of avoidance, breach and performance, remedies, as well as such other collateral but
related topics involving third-party beneficiaries, assignments and delegations. The text addresses the traditional common
law principles governing contracts, and yet is accompanied by a steadied discussion of relevant commercial law principles
pertaining to the sale of goods under Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code. When able to do so, the authors remained
loyal to their commitment to utilize time-honored, classic common law cases in their presentment of the subject matter.
While this textbook adopts a classical approach to the study of contracts, it is also provides a relevant and robust experience
for the aspiring law student. About the Authors: Kevin S. Marshall is Professor of Law at the University of La Verne College
of Law, Ontario California where he teaches Contracts, Antitrust, Corporate Finance and Governance and Law &
Economics. Professor Marshall also serves as Lecturer at the University of La Verne College of Business and Public
Administration where he teaches graduate courses in finance, economics and quantitative methods. Professor Marshall
joined the La Verne Law faculty in 2004, after having practiced law for approximately twenty years in Dallas, Texas.
Professor Marshall received his J.D. from Emory University School of Law and his M.P.A. and his PH.D. in Political
Economy from the University of Texas. Professor Marshall also serves as both a testifying and consulting economic expert
with respect to economic damages in Robinson-Patman, antitrust, breach of contract, class-action fairness hearings,
wrongful termination, employment discrimination, personal injury, and wrongful death cases. Professor Marshall has
published and presented numerous books and articles involving the interdisciplinary workings of law and economics. Juanda
Lowder Daniel currently serves as University Counsel to California State University. Professor Daniel formerly taught at the
University of La Verne College of Law at the rank of Full Professor teaching Contracts, Contract Drafting and Sales.
Professor Daniel received her J.D. from Emory University School of Law. Professor Daniel joined the La Verne Law faculty
in 2001, bringing with her a wealth of practice experience and moot court familiarity. Professor Daniel also spent four years
as deputy city attorney for the City of Riverside, California, and several years in private practice. She is a member of the
state bars of California, Michigan, Illinois, Washington, and Minnesota and is admitted to the United States District Court,
Central District of California. Professor Daniel has published and presented numerous articles on various aspects of the law
of Contracts and Sales.
Foundational Principles of Contract LawOxford University Press
The Draft of a Common Frame of Reference (DCFR) is based in part on a revised version of the Principles of European
Contract Law (PECL) and contains Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law. A year ago, an
interim outline edition of the Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR) was published by sellier. european law publishers
(Germany). It covered the books on contracts and other juridical acts, obligations and corresponding rights, certain specific
contracts, and non-contractual obligations. One purpose of the text was to provide material for a possible "political"
Common Frame of Reference (CFR) which was called for by the European Commission's Action Plan on a More Coherent
European Contract Law of January 2003. Now available for the first time is the final outline edition of the DCFR. This final
outline edition covers major new topics and includes a revised and expanded list of definitions. This revision of the interim
outline edition takes public discussion into account and also contains an additional section on the principles underlying the
model rules. In late 2009, the six-volume full edition of the DCFR, including all comments and notes, will be published.
Theologians and Contract Law
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Contract Law in South Korea
A Theory of Contractual Obligation
Valuepack
The Moral Transformation of the Ius Commune (ca. 1500-1650)
This book has two purposes: a theoretical purpose, to show how a complex legal institution, contract, can be
traced to and is determined by a small number of basic moral principles; and a pedagogic purpose, to display for
students the underlying structure of this basic legal institution. The author argues that that the promise
principle - that principle by which persons can impose upon themselves obligations where none existed before is the moral basis of contract law.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical analysis of the law
of contracts in South Korea covers every aspect of the subject – definition and classification of contracts,
contractual liability, relation to the law of property, good faith, burden of proof, defects, penalty clauses,
arbitration clauses, remedies in case of non-performance, damages, power of attorney, and much more. Lawyers
who handle transnational contracts will appreciate the explanation of fundamental differences in terminology,
application, and procedure from one legal system to another, as well as the international aspects of contract law.
Throughout the book, the treatment emphasizes drafting considerations. An introduction in which contracts are
defined and contrasted to torts, quasi-contracts, and property is followed by a discussion of the concepts of
‘consideration’ or ‘cause’ and other underlying principles of the formation of contract. Subsequent chapters
cover the doctrines of ‘relative effect’, termination of contract, and remedies for non-performance. The second
part of the book, recognizing the need to categorize an agreement as a specific contract in order to determine
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the rules which apply to it, describes the nature of agency, sale, lease, building contracts, and other types of
contract. Facts are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as well as the
practical quality of the information it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for business and legal
professionals alike. Lawyers representing parties with interests in South Korea will welcome this very useful
guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative contract law.
Written with the busy practitioner in mind, this concise and insightful book sets out the principles that guide the
courts in interpreting contracts. Each principle is covered in its own dedicated chapter, supported by case law
which illustrates how the principle works in practice and in its wider context. In addition to interpretation of
contracts, the book also considers the implication of terms, rectification, and estoppel by convention. This new
edition considers the implications of key decisions of the Supreme Court in Arnold v Britton and Marks &
Spencer v BNP Paribas, and BNY Mellon v LBG Capital. Other writing, including from judges writing extrajudicially, is also analysed. This book provides an invaluable reference for lawyers drafting, interpreting and
litigating on contracts.
Contract Law in Scotland provides a comprehensive and coherent introduction to the principles of the Scots law
of contract and provides the reader with a clear analysis of this difficult area of the law. This practical text:
Illustrates the different types of contractual situations and examines the formation, performance and
enforcement of contracts; Includes examples of typical contract clauses and treats remedies in detail; Is set in a
comparative context and discusses the problems of cross-border and international contracts; Explains the
underlying principles of contract law;Is written in a clear, well structured style and uses diagrams to illustrate
complex situations.Contents: 1 Introduction; 2 Creation of voluntary obligations: contract, promise and third
party rights; 3 Contents, effects and performance; 4 Getting out of the contract; 5 Breach of contract and selfhelp remedies; 6 Breach of contract and judicial remedies; 7 Illegal contracts and judicial control of unfair
contract terms. Contract Law in Scotland is an indispensable text for all students of contract law, and is a
practical reference source for legal practitioners
Principles of European Contract Law
New Features in Contract Law
Exemption for Non-performance in International Arbitration
1. Freedom of contract and protection of weaker parties. -- 2. Preparation and formation of the contract. -- 3. Performance
and remedies. -- 4. Legal pluralism and international challenges. -- 5. National experience and supranational law.
This compact casebook is designed for one-semester contracts classes. It helps students synthesize groups of related
cases by focusing attention on the principles, policies, and rules of contract law. It employs many transitions and notes
written for the students, rather than excerpting works written for professors or practitioners. Questions are limited to
central issues to avoid overwhelming and losing the students. Christopher R. Drahozal, an internationally-recognized
expert on arbitration law, joins Steve Burton as co-author of "Principles of Contract Law." In addition to his insights from
over 20 years of teaching Contracts, Professor Drahozal has added references to recent empirical research to help
students think critically about the cases and rules, and to understand real-world contracting practices. This revision is a
thorough makeover that brings everything up to date, and includes a variety of recent cases, dealing with issues such as
electronic communications and Internet contracting, while retaining the brevity and "principles approach" of earlier
editions.
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